Based on past discussions, we've decided to make the Multi Year Reports a portal. Do you like a portal or custom reports better?

We have five filters for this report. Are there any others you need?

Notice that there are no columns in the report for the fields you can filter on. Do you need those columns in the report? If yes, which ones and in what order?

Notice the behavior of the filter called Period when fiscal YTD is chosen. For the current fiscal year, we only have data to the current month while for all other years the data has all 12 months. Is this misleading or not usable?

Notice Fiscal Year is descending across the page. Would you like it descending or ascending?

For those of you who use sub accounts, would sub account name be useful? Please note, if we add sub account name, then there is less room for more years across the page.

For those of you who use sub accounts, would sub account totals at the account level be useful?

We have Receipts, Transfers, and Expenditures for measures on the Financial Summary, are there any others that would be helpful. Again note that adding more might mean fewer years across the page.

Note behavior of Show Account Detail drop down on Object Summary. It's only visible when you select a department. Is this confusing?